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CADETS RESEMBLE WEST POINTERS IN
FARR WINS FIRST HONORS FOR PDRPLE
CLEMSON DIVIDES
RETREAT PARADE OF ANNDAL INSPECTION WITH LEATHERNECKS AND GOLD IN ANNDAL ORATORICAL CONTEST
Large Number of Visitors See
Pearman Pushes 'Em By The
Cadet Farr Comes First With
Cadets Perform for Lt. Col.
ANNDAL INSPECTION Marines in the Second Game TAU BETA PI
C. W. Derrick of Wofford
H. C. Merian and Major
A Close Second
The Clemson Bengals met the
W. J. McCaughey
IS SUCCESS^ Paris
Island Marines at Paris IsPETITIONED BY
The purple and gold took a great
land on April 19 and 20. The well
step forward last Friday night as
The retreat
parade staged on Kirk Taylor's {Platoon Does nigh invinceable Devil Dogs easily
these colors adorned F. B. Farr,
Bowman field
Friday afternoon,
took the first game by a score of
ETA
EPSILON
SIGMA
Exhibition Drill For InClemson's representative in
th«
April 21, at 5:30 for the inspecting
6-0.
B,aiis, ace of the Marines
South Carolina Intercollegiate Ora-

officers was the feature of the annual inspection by the War Department. The entire corps participated in this parade, which was a
most impressive spectacle for the
visitors and others present.
The
unusually large number of visitors
gathered to witness this 'parade reminded one of the commencement
exercises. At no other time than
at commencement has such a parade
attracted so many visitors. Among
those present were some fifty-odd
Anderson 'College girls, who comprised the Glee Club of that school.
The cadets seemed to feel that it
was their day to "show off" and
they did not fail to take advantage
of the opportunity.
There is not another school in
the South which is capable of staging a parade on such a large scale,
and as for the way in which they
did it, there is not another school
in the United States that could beat
it. They looked like West Pointers.
The regiment, w,hich contains nearly twelve hundred cadets comprising a regimental staff, twelve Companies, a Drum and Bugle Corps
and a Band, attired in blue coats
and caps and white trousers was
formed on the field in lino of close
column, with each Battalion Commander in front of his respective
battalion. On signal from the Adjutant the Biattalion Commanders
called their battalions to attention,
after which the Adjutant gave the
comand "Guides Post." The com(Continued on page 5)

A. S. M, E. TO HOLD
JOINT MEETING SAT,
Sirrine and
McPherson
Greenville to Speak

of

A. S. M. E. MEETS
The Clemson College 'branch of
the A. S. M. E. will hold a joint
meeting with the Greenville section
of the A. S. M. E. Saturday, April
28, at Clemson College. This meeting here is sponsored iby the local
student branch. The local branch
Is a junior organization sponsored
;by the Greenville section of 'the national society. The principal speakers fcr the Greenville section will
Ibe Mr. J. E. Sirrine and Mr. John
A. MoPherson, both of Greenville.
Professor S. B. Earle, head of the
engineering department of Clemson,
and Professor E. L. Carpenter, also
of the Clemson faculty and honorary chairman of the Clemson ibranch,
have been instrumental in obtaining
this joint meeting here.
The Greenville section will present a program at the first session,
which will be held at 3:00 o'clock
in the afternoon. iMr. McPherson
will speak on "The Opportunities
the South Offers Engineers". His
address will be followed with one by
Mr. Sirrine,
who will
likewise
speak on some phase of mehcanical engineering.
Immediately after this meeting, the visitors will
Inspect the new Engineering Building and then be taken for a tour
of the campus.
At 8:00 o'clock Captain Harcombe
will serve a dinner in the mess hall
to the members of the two toranches. Following the dinner the Clemson branch will hold a meeting and
program which will ibe attended by
the senior engineers.
Papers will
tie presented by Cadet H. I. Sanders
W. C. Hutchins, J. A. Maxwell, and
R. L. Smith. A discussion of the
subjeots (brought out will then follow.

spector

pitching staff, allowed only three
torical Contest, which was held In
safe hits in the entire game, and
the Winthrop College auditorium.
Eta
Epsilon
Sigma,
an
honorary
The annual inspection
of the had nine strike outs to his credit.
Farr was acclaimed toy the judges
In the first three innings, it engineering fraternity organized at to be first among the speakers reCorps of Cadets was held on Friday, April 20, and Saturday, Apr.l looked as if the game would toe a Clemson about a year ago, was presenting the nine male colleges
21, toy two officers from R. O. T. "tit-for-tat" affair, tooth pitchers formed for the purpose of petition- of the state.
Second place was
C. headquarters in Atlanta, Lieut. cutting down the opposition in re- ing Tau Beta Pi. As a national given to C. W. Derrick of Wofford;
honorary
engineering
fraternity,
Colonel H. C. Merian and Major gular order, and allowing no one
and third place, honorable mention
W. J. McCaughey. The inspection lo reach first. Clemson opened the j Tau Beta Pi ranks as one of the was given to R. T. Gillespie, Jr., of
At the
•began with Reveille at 6:45 A. M. fourth with a clean bingle toy Dun- highest in the country.
Presbyterian College.
Friday morning, when the entire lap to left, and a steal which put present time, there are only fiftyMr. Farr and Mr. Derrick were
two
student
chapters
in
the
Unicorns took part in mass calisthenics, him on second. Balis retired the
awarded medals, for first and seted
States;
however,
it
is
a
great
followed toy an inspection of the next two men, and the rest of the
cond places.
The
Sylvan
cup,
mess hall and kitchen. From 8:00 game was featured by the Mariner's honor to any college having a which will remain in possession of
A. M. until 12:00 noon classes in brilliant hitting, aud his pitching. chapter of its own.
A petition has toeen placed in the Clemson College until it is won
Automatic Rifle, Musketry, Scouting
The tables were turned however
hands
of the
Executive Council by another school, was received by
and Patrolling, Machine Gun, Map- on the next day, when the Tigers
which
js
located
at the University J. C. Galloway, the. executive commaking, Howitzer, Combat Princi- took the second game by the score
representing
Clemson.
of
Michigan.
This
council has acted mitteeman
ples, and War History were inspect- of 7-4. Fielding in big league style,
This cup will be the permanent posed. The cadets were questioned on and hitting at crucial moments, favoralbly upon it, and it now re- session of the first institution to
every phase of R. O. T. C. work gave the Tigers a lead which the mains for the position to be con- win it three years, not necessarily
sidered and passed upon at the ancovered this year.
Devil Dogs failed to overcome.
in succession.
At 12 noon a review was given
Clemson opened the first with nual convention of Tau Beta Pi
Farr, who is a sophomore, has
As
by the corps for the inspecting of- three clean hits, scoring two run3. which convenes ' at St. Louis.
represented Clemson for the past
ficers on Bowman Field. This Re- The Marines evened the count in the convention does not meet until two years, and he has proved himview looked good from the review- the second and third, but were next October, the fate of the pe- self to be an orator of wonderful
until the tition will not be known until that albility.
ing stand, as the corps marched by held fast toy Pearman
His subject, "The GossaThe fifty-two chapters arein column of platoons to the tune seventh. The Tigers scored once in time.
mer
Veil
of Tomorrow" was very
of a snappy number by the band. the third, fourth, seventh, and tally- represented at this convention, and wisely chosen and was developed
the passage of the petition requires
The twelve companies circled the ed twice in the fifth.
in a most impressive way. It was
The Marines succeeded in mak- a majority of three-fourths of the spoken in a way that only a talentfield, came iback to company front,
delegates.
and halted to await orders from the ing two in the seventh toy a toase
Engireprs, wtonse scholastic at- ed, orator can speak. The following
^i^ncVnz o«Cccrs. Fr?n ih*2 tim. on ' ;!'*;. a siji^l ., mvg a throe br-j,'S a clipping from "The Evening
until 1 o'clock the inspection had ger. Pearman's pitching and Dun- tainments are very high, are eligi- Herald," a Rock Hill paper:
to do with field problems in ex- lap's batting were the outstanding ble to membership in this fraterAs the last speaker on the pronity. i Of course other attributes detended and close order drill in units features of the game.
gram, the winning orator captured
mand
consideration
in
this
selecScore toy innings:
of squads, platoons and companies.
his -audience and held close atten201 120 100—7 tion.
The latter part of this inspection Clemson
tion
through with his plea for trust
Because of a recent ruling of
020 000 200 4
took part in a drenching downpour, Marines
Tau Beta Pi, Architecture is not in youth for duties which they must
but the cadets seemed to take this
classed as a branch of engineering perform in _time to come; pleaded
all in the day's work, thereby givfrom which students
are eligible for International cooperation; traeing an exhibition of the excellent
for
membership.
Eligibility
is lim- ed the progress of civilization and
morale at Clemson. Although some
through the ages and took
ited exclusively to Civil, Electrical science
prize "boners" were pulled, the ina glimpse into the future.
and Mechanical engineers.
spection was very good as a whole.
Charles W. Derrick presented his
If Clemson succeeds in her effort
In the afternoon the officers inspectsubject, "Two Political Parties la
to
estalblish
a
chapter
here,
it
will
ed the equipment in the storerooms,
the South," in a very creditable
and the records in the CommandThe board of Visitors will make rank her Engineering Department manner.
R. T. Gillespie, Jr., of
ant's office.
The retreat parade their annual inspection of the Col- among the leading of the country.
(Continued, on page 2)
capped the climax for the day. This lege on May 1 and2. This inspecCAC
CAC
.
parade is covered elsewhere in this tion, which is always scheduled for
issue.
the first Wednesday in May of each
The regular inspection of the re- year, is conducted toy a Board of
giment held on Saturday morning Visitors consisting of one citizen
between 8:00 and 9:30 o'clock, this from each Congressional district of
being one o'f the most rigid inspec- the State, chosen every year by the
tions the corps has ever been given. Board of Trustees at their meeting
Every man was personally inspected in March. The Board, of Visitors
from the highest staff officer to the has access to every feature of the
lowest private. This inspection fol- College work and organization, and Pitchers' Duel For Several
Innings
lowed somewhat the procedure ex- they institute a rigid inquiry into
At the recent annual meeting of
perienced toy the men at camp. The the condition and working order of
the Association of R. O. T. C. Coldress and rifle of every man was the College in all of its phases. They
The Clemson (Tigers downed the leges of the Fourth
Corps Are*
inspected, and not simply a few then report their findings to the Newberry Indians Tuesday after- held at the University of Alabama,.
representatives as has toeen custo- Trustees at the June meeting fol- noon by the score 6 to 3, in an ex- Dr. E. W. Sikes, President of
mary in the past, tout the men lowing their visit to the College.
citing game which at first looked Clemson, was elected President of
fame through with flying colors.
The 1928 Board of Visitor* chos- as though it would resolve into a the Association, and Lt. Col. O. R",
While this inspection was taking en by the Trustees consists of:!
pitcher's duel.
Cole, Commandant of Clemson, was
nlace the hand assembled on the
1st District—J. Ross Hanahan—
Poor support, however, allowed elected Secretary. Considering the
hill and played one number after Charleston
the Tigers to tally three in the territory covered toy this Associaanother in order to
relieve the
2nd District—J. F. Williams— fourth, and the Indians came in tion it is a great honor to be electmonotony and strain which the men Aiken
for two in the next inning.
ed to fill these offices, but Dr. Sikes
were undergoing.
3rd District—Harold
Major—
Things rocked along evenly with and Col. Cole are well qualified
The feature
of the
Saturday Anderson
the Tigers holding the one score for their positions and will mako
morning inspection was an exhibi4th District—B.
H.
B;rown— lead until the eighth when on two excellent officials.
tion drill by the second platoon of Spartanburg
the B.ingles again put three across.
The Association of R. O. T. C.
L. Company. This platoon, which
5th District—W.
J.
Roddey— The Indians started a rally late In Colleges of the Fourth Corps Area
is commanded toy Kirk Tavlor, re- Rock Hill
the game tout it fell short.
emtoraces all of the colleges thai
centlv won first place In the com- 6th District—A. B. Jordan—Dillon
Clemson's three tallies in the maintain R. O. T. C units in tha
petitive drill between all platoons
7 th District—McDavid Horton— eighth come when Stick McCarley states of Alabama, Georgia, Floriin -the regiment. They put up an Columbia
socked one on the nose for a home- da, Louisiana, Mississippi, North
excellent showing in close order
The visitors will arrive during run when two men were on base.
Carolina, South Carolina, and Tendrill and cadence drill. One of the the morning of May 1, and beginNewberry scored its run in the nessee. The members of the Asso"stunts" in their drill was a ca- ning at 1:20 o'clock a strenuous ninth when Chamtolee blew up with ciation are the Presidents and Comdence drill with no officer in charge program has toeen outlined thru two men on. D. Pearman was sent mandants of the several instituin which they went thru an exer- the afternoon of May 2, which will to the toox and fanned the first man tions, and their purpose is that of
cise containing over five hundred carry them rapidly over all de- to face him. One Indian scored on coordinating the R. O. T. C. procounts. The drill was perfect from partments of the College.
the next play, an infield out, but gram with the general educational
•all standpoints, and many exclamaFirst Day May 1st 1928
the next popped up to end the work of the college.
tions of approval were voiced by
1:20
P.
M.—Dinner—Trustee contest.
The 1929 meeting of the Associanumerous onlookers. Major Mc- House
The feature of the game was the tion will be held here at Clemstom
Ca-u a-hey voiced his approval, and
2:15-3:15 P. M. Inspection En- hurling of tooth Setzler and Chamb- during the month of April. This
stated that it exhitoited a fine spirit gineering and Shop Buildings
lee, and the ability of the Tigers meeting will be looked forward to
among the cadets. These men have
3:15-3:30 P. M.—Visit to Swine to convert miscues into markers.
with much interest by the members
voluntarily snent many hours per- Barn
SCORE
of the corps and faculty. It is anfecting this drill and deserve some
3:30-4:00 P. M.—Visit to Dairy Clemson
000 300 030—6 other example of Clemson's iarecognition for this work. It is now Barn
Newberry
000 020 001—3 creasing
prestige and popularity
planned that they shall give 'an ex4:00-4:30 P. M.—Ride over ColChamtolee, D. Pearman, and F. under the guiding hand of fcr.
(Contlnued on page 5)
(Continued on page 5)
Pearman; Setler and Caughman.
Sikes.

BOARD OF VISITORS
TO BE HERE SOON

TIGER NINE SUBDUES DR, SIKES AND
NEWBERRY INDIAN COL. COLE OFFICERS
IN R.D.J. C. ASSO.
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the medals, weer made by George audience was completely mystified his remarkalble entertainment and
Jeffers, retiring president of the 'as- by the Australian Cabinet and many > :t is hoped that Nemar will have a
large audience to demonstrate his
sociation.
The judges were: Dr. of his larger experiments."
We all rememiber Fayssaux and! mystic powers to on Friday night.
D. B,. Johnson of Winthrop; Dr.
W. R. Alexander and Dr. J. T.
Brown both of Rock Hill; Dr. S.
M*<%><%*%><$t<$^
H. Edmunds of Sumter, and Charles
3. Elliot of Columbia.
A quartet of the Furman Glee
Ululb and the Winthrop Choral Club
nterspersed the program with musi'HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON'
:al selections. Dr. Johnson wel:omed. the college men on 'behalf
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the college if Winthrop College and Rock Hill;
session, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.
ie also expressed great pleasure
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson College. >ver interest shown in oratory by
the men's colleges.
South Carolina.
TRANSFER
AND
U-DRIVE-IT
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MYSTIC AUSTRALIAN
HERE FRIDAY NIGHT
Nemar, The Australian Wonder
and Mystery Worker, will appear in
the College chapel Friday night
April 27th. at seven-thirty with one
of his most unique and entertaining
programs. Nemar has traveled, extensively over the United States and
other parts of the nvorld, everywhere acquiring quite a reputation
for the character of his entertainment and the complete mysticism
to his Weird Cabinet, and many
other
of his
experiments.
The
Savannah Ga. Press has this to say
about Nemar: "It is only upon rare
ocqassions that a town the size of
Savannah has given within it an
entertainment of such high standing as the one presented Wednesday
evening at the Town Hall
when
Nemar, the man of mystery appeared under the auspices of the
Fire Department.
The
program
consisted of a w ide range of acts
of legerdemain in performed, with
the skill of an artist,
for such
Nemar proved himself to oe. The
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EDITORIAL
When we stop to think what the word appreciation means,
we become amazed in thought as to how great a scope it covers. It embodies several underlying principles or nature that
should not be overlooked. If one should make careful observation of nature , he woud see that meager forms of appreciation
are often expressed in lower forms of life. Thus we at once
draw the conclusion that this underlying principle should be
true to a greater degree when applied to the human race.
For many years, since the Collego was established, it has
been the custom for the campus ladies to accomodate the Cadets by entertaining their guests for the various social events,
such as dances, banquets, and receptions. Several boys have
been to different homes already placing girls for the largest
social event of the year, the Junior-Senior Banquet. Again the
ladies have responded very nicely by opening their homes so
generously for girls— in many cases at the expense of self
sacrifice. This generous community spirit manifested is certainly to be commended in any one.
Lately one of the campus ladies when approached on the
subject of entertaining some girls for the coming event, expressed in a few words that she felt very much mistreated over
the way a certain cadet and his guest had acted toward her as
hostess. This lady said that she and her husband should have
been accorded with as much respect as an ordinary hotel
clerk. This happening should be regretted, and is regretted
by every true Clemson Cadet. This lady is due no less an apology for the ill manners shown her.
Good manners is a quality that is never out-of-date. This
institution is vocational; consequently, manners and similar
subjects are not given as much attention as at colleges of a
different nature. However, each and every one of us should
retain and practice the manners received during our home
training period. Thus we can make practical application in
|ust such instances as mentioned above.
Caring for and entertaining the Cadets' guests for the several large social occasions of the year is much expense and a
great deal of trouble for the campus people. The campus ladies will probably continue to lend their assistance to help
make barracks life more agreeable and pleasant for the college
students. These ladies have always shown their unreserved interest in the cadets and we feel that only the most polite consideration should be given them on all occasions. Furthermore,
we would like to express publicly our gratitude and appreciation for the many favors granted by the campus ladies.
PARR FIRST IN
ORATORICAL CONTEST
(Continued from page 1)
P. C. spoke informatively on "The
Constitution
Interpreted."
The
Other speakers and their subjects
were: Joseph Karesh of Carolina.
"The Constitution;" C. L. Hill ot
the Citadel, "The Preservation of

the Constitution;" Thomas Hood of
Erskine College, "America's
Imperative Call;" B. F. Kurtz of New
berry college, "For a Mess of Pot
tage;" J. E. Blount of Furman
University, "The Sword of the
Cross:"
A. J. Tamsberg of the
College of Charleston, "Robert B.
Lee, a Christian Gentleman."
The awards, the Slyvan cup and

Typical of the
spirit of service
among telephone
personnel.

Commerce, too, has
its Raleighs RALEIGH'S definition ofcourtesy
. was apparently to care for the
needs of the other person. Today the
same practice is observed by the telephone business; but we call it service.
To men in telephone work, service is a matter of looking ahead and
preparing; ahead—and when a need
arises, to be ready. This point of view
inspires the research engineer, the

supervisor of production, the director
of personnel and the executive responsible for all these activities
and more.
With the increasing telephone requirements of the nation, this is a
work of increasing complexity.
Through years to come Bell System
men will find an even greater opportunity of service.

BELL SYSTEM
%A nation-wide system of 18,500,000 inter-connecting telephone
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Thieves hroke into Ganaa Walska's factory and
stole ?25,000
worth of perfume.
People will
drink anything these days.

Not Yet
Waiting
Uncle Ellery—Now, I'll learn ye
Bolbhy—Make
a noise like a frog,
to milk the cow.
Nephew from the City—Oh, un- Uncle.
Uncle—Why?
kie, I'm kinder 'frald o£ the cow;
Biobhy—'Cause when I asked, dadcouldn't I just as well learn on the
dy for anything he says, "Wait
oalf?
till your uncle croaks."
"I hope they don't give my little
boy any
naughty
nicknames in
school."
"Yes ma, they all call me corns."
"How dreadful! And why do they
call you that?"
"Cause I'm always at the 'foot of
the class."
Nola—Oh, Biud, how lovely of
you to bring me these Ibeautiful
roses?
How sweet they are, and
how fresh! I do ibelieve there is a
little dew on them yet!
Bud. Eskew—W^well, yes there is
but I'll pay it tomorrow.
Mrs. Housen Hohm—What is
your name?
Applicant for cookship—.Miss Arlington.
Mrs. Housen Hohm—Do you expect to be called Miss Arlington?
Applicant—No, ma'am, not if you
have an alarm clock in my room.
Dangerous
Pat—I hear your woife is sick,
Mo ike.
Mike—'She is thot
Pat—Is it dangerous she is?
Mike—Divil a bit. She's too weak
to (be dangerous any more!
In Memoriam
Dr. Daniel—1 suppose you carry
a memento of some sort in that
locket of yours?
Mrs. iSikes—Yes, it is a lock of
my husband's hair.
Dr. Daniel—Bait your husband is
still alive.
Mrs. Sikes—Yes, but his hair is
all gone.
Mrs. Newwed—John, am I still
the light of your life?
Mr. Newwed—Quit your kidding.
I just paid a nine-dollar gas bill
this morning.

Col. Cole (sternly to John Black
and Hugh Patrick, who have been
John and Hugh (in unison—Bewhich one of you took the initiative?
John and High (in unison—Begorra, sir not I; wan of the bystanders must have swiped it.

Waitress — Hawaii, gentlemen,
youse must be Hungary to eat in a
dump like this.
Dave Batson—Yes, Siam. And we
we can't Rumania long either, Venice lunch ready?
Waitress—I'll Russia to a table.
Will you Havana?
Dave—Nome. You can wait on us.
Waitress—Good. Japan the menu
yet? The Turkey is Nice.
Dave—Anything at all.
But
can't Jamaica little speed?
Waitress—I don't think we can
Fiji that fast, hut Alaska.
Dave—Never mind asking anyone.
Just put a Oulba sugar in my Java.
Waitress—Sweden it yourself. I'm
only here to Servia.
Dave—Denmark our hill and call
the
Bosphorus.
He'll prohalbly
Kenya. I don't Bolivia know who
I am.
Waitress^No, and I don't Carribbean. Youse Ibuys sure Armenia.
Boss—Samoa your wisecracks, is
it?
Don't Genoa customer is always right. What's got India? You
think maybe this arguing Alps "business?
Dave—Canada racket? 'Spain in
the neck.

The Lady—Count yourself, Dig
boy, you ain't so many.
The Lad—Stick a thermometer
At a baseball game ithere were
a young lady and her escort. She in your lips, haby, you ain't so hot.
had never been at a game 'before.
'"Why are prom girls like radia"Isn't that pitcher grand?" she
said. "He hits their bats no matter tors?"
"Because—"
how they hold them!" (with apol."No, No. Because they are often
ogies to Dukes Chamhlee).
noisy."
Two women were discussing a
Eager Youth—One kiss from you
mutual acquaintance.
"She has a very magnetic per- and I could die happily.
'Bored B,ut Beautiful—Well, here's
sonality," said one.
"She ought to have," said, the your kiss.
other, "everything she has on is
I call my sweetie Garibage, 'cause
charged."
nobody can love me like my old
It Wasn't,
Garbage can.
DeKitt—Your lecture on the appendix was immense. I didn't think
A successful gold digger is one
who can make you think that she
it was in you.
DeWitt—It isn't.
I had" it cut is taking dinner with you and not
out last year.
from you.
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KEEPING

UP TO STYLE

And Down to Earth
This is an important style age. Fashion enters into
practically everything. All of us want good taste
and correctness in the things we buy.
Most of us, though, can't afford to close our eyes
to practical quality and common sense value.
This store offers you satisfactory style—right merchandise—made even more satisfactory by its practiacl quality and down-to-earth pricings.
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This Takes the "Fur-lined Bathtub"

Ed Jordan—Carolyn, dear, will you be my sponsor?
Fair One—Mr. Jordan are you making a joke of me,
too??

COME TO SEE US!
We Have the Spring Fever Too

(We won't make a joke of your new suit)

THE CLINT
TIGER(THEDRYCADET'S)
CLEANING
PLANT
TAYLOR
.
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. . in scientific test of
leading Cigarettes, Mrs. Reginald C. Vanderbilt

selects QLD GOLD
" 'I wonder if one can really tell the difference, when
blindfolded,' was my first thought when invited to make
this test.
"After smoking the four brands, as they were handed to
me one after another, I discovered there was one that was
noticeably smoother than the others and richer in taste.

Where Bad Girls Go
"Darling, where do good little
girls go?" asked a Bolchow mother
of her hopeful.
"To heaven," replied the child.
"And where do the had little
girls go?" asked, the mother.
"To the depot to see the traveling men come in."

"This proved to be an OLD GOLD. I hope I shall be able
to buy them in Paris . . . they are surprisingly free from
any trace of throat irritation and have a delightful aroma
which to me is very important."

Rip Van Winkle
Rip Van Winkle returned from
his long sleep looking fresh as a
daisy, and made his way to the village barber shop, not only because
he needed a haircut and shave, but
also because he wished to catch up
•with the news.

k\\\%\iw^
How
Test Was Made

Tom McGill says he cussed a traffic cop and the fellow threatened
to arrest him for impersonating an
officer.
A Bright Boy
"Now, Tommy," said the teacher,
"you may give me an example of
a coincidence."
"Why, er," said Tommy, with
itome hesitation—"why, er, why—
me fadder and me mudder was both
married on de same day."

"Is your wife entertaining this
winter," asked one man of another.
"Not very," said the other.

l^<<M$~MK~i~J~M~t^

Blindfolded

Then the Licking Came
Mother—Johnny, I married your
father 'because he saved .me from
drowning."
Johnnie—I'll ibet that's why pop's
always telling me not to go swimming.

Misjudged
"Did you write this report on
my lecture, 'The Curse of Whiskey?' "
"Yes, madam."
"Then kindly explain what you
mean by saying, "The lecturer was
evidently full of her subject!'"

PAGE THRES

MKS. REGINALD

SMOOTHER

C. VANDERBILT

AND

Mrs. Vanderbilt was blindfolded, and, in the presence of two responsible
witnesses, was given one
each of the four leading
cigarettes to smoke ... To
clear the taste, coffee was
served before each cigarette . . . Mrs. Vanderbilt
was unaware of the identity of these cigarettes
during test... After smoking the four cigarettes,
Mrs. Vanderbilt was asked
to designate by number
her choice • .. She immediately replied: "Number
3"... which was OLD GOLD.

BETTER — NOT

A

COUGH

© P. LoriUard Co,

Est. 1760

Why can you pick them in the dark?
Because they're made from the
heart-leaves of the tobacco plant

IN

A

CARLOAD

s
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'Busy?"
'No. You busy?"
"No."
'Then let's go to class."
She—I bo'tobed my hair to show
my independence.
He—What did you bob you skirt
for?

WEDDING

"Things that last forever" was
the subject of the interesting talk
•givon !by Rev. Mr. Bryant at Vespers Sunday night.
"If ye then be risen with Christ,
seek those things which are aSbove,
<where Christ sitteth on the right
hand of God." Col. 3:1
Within the span of our lives, we
have seen many things that have
changed. The popularity of the
horse and buggy has changed to the
automobile. The automobile is fast
changing to the aeroplane. Life is
ever changing, today we are young
and happy, tomorrow iwe are old
■a/nd soon will pass out of existance.
The above are examples of things
that do pass away; however, there
are five things that will not change,
but will last always, Namely:
The name of God will last forever.
This name was the same
yesterday, today, and
tomorrow.
Moses used this great Name with
reverence.
We, of today should
hide this name in our hearts if
'we want to keep something eternal
with us.
God's gift of Salvation will last
forever. There is to story told of
a man who saw a pearl of grea+
price and who went and sold all of
his goods and 'bought this gem.
The gift of salvation is the gift
pearl of great price to us and we
should do all in our power to obtain it.
Our spirit will last forever.
Heaven, the home of happiness,
will last forever.
Hell will last forever. This last
should (be a warning to us, 'because
hell was not made for us <but for
the punishment of the devil and his
angels. It is up to us as to where
we spend eternity. Therefore "Seek
ve first the kingdom of God and
his righteousness, and the rest will
be added unto you."

PICTURE SHOW SCHEDULE

Thursday April 26 th—Florence
Vidor with Gary Cooper in "Doomsday."
Friday April 27th—Norma Shearer, George Sidney and Ralph Forbe
in "The Latest From Pairs."
Saturday April 28th—Mary Astor
THE Y. M. O. A.
and Lloyd Hughes in "The Three
CABINET RETREAT Ring Marriage."
Monday April 30th—iMilton Sills
The lannual Y. M. C. A. Cabinet in "Hard Boiled Haggerty."
Retreat was held this year at Black
Mountain, N. C.
The purpose of
this retreat is to have the Cabinet
<get off into the quiet of the mountains for consecration, to review
the work done in the past year and
Cooperation Needed
to make iplans for the work that
should be done next year.
The
The corps of cadets may have
Cabinet, together with Theo Vaughn lights after twelve o'clock if they
and P. B. _ Holtzendorff, left early will co-operate in helping to curSunday morning.
The
trip was tail the college's power expenses.
made by way of Pickens, Brevard, If the power consumed during cerand Asheville. The car driven by tain periods is not in excess of the
Holtzy met with trouble while still amount allowed for that period,
many miles from the destination. the lights will ibe left on for a lonWhile waiting in Brevard to have ger time than is possible under the
a new bearing put in the car the present conditions.
Cabinet 'went into its first session.
The college has made a contract
The journey was resumed at one for a certain supply of power, and
o'clock, but was again interrupted that power which
is consumed
in Hendersonville where dinner was a'bove the contracted amount is
eaten. Black Mountain was reach- what prevents the corps from having
ed at four-thirty in the afternoon. lights when they may want them.
The group stopped at the Monte If every cadet will turn off his
Vista Hotel. The majority of the light when he leaves the room, or
Cabinet had the pleasure of seeing when he is not using it, enough
the much talked of Al Smith, Gover- power will he saved to allow the
nor of New York, when he passed lights to burn for longer periods.
through Black Mountain on his way You would not think of leaving
to New York.
vour home with out turning out the
A series of meetings was held lights, so why leave your room
Sunday night and Monday morn- without turning the light out. If
ing.
you will not turn them off, the main
Monday afternoon the
Cabinet at the power house must turn them
was taken to Montreat, Ridgecreast off sooner than should be necessary
and Blue Ridge.
The cars were under the proper conditions.
The
left at Blue Ridge and the whole excess power consumed by at least
party went up to the top of High 462 lights will add up to a large
Top, one of the highest peaks in sum in the course of a year, and
the Turkey ridge. Every one agreed it is only by the cooperation of all
that the view that could be had concerned that .the lights can he
from the top was worth the climb, allowed to burn longer.
as the whole valley was bathed In
If the corps will stop 'breaking
a coat of sunshine which brought out the hall lights another saving
on the wonderful harmony of colors can be made there, which may be
that only nature can produce. While used to give the corps longer peroii top of the mountain, Theo iod* of power.
So if you want
Vaughn led in a short devotional. more lights remenVber that more
The Cabinet left Black Mountain co-operation is needed.
at seevn o'clock Monday night and
——CAC
after an uneventful rido of a hun"Yes Dad, I'm a college graduate
dred miles arrived at Clemson Col- now. Watch me go out and set the
lege at eleven fifteen o'clock.
world on fire."
The members of the Cabinet at"I suppose you expect me to
tending the retreat were:
give you the matches."
iStroman, C. W. President
Murdock, E. C. V. President
Joe—My gal Is like the horizon.
Stevenson, M. B. Secretary
Moe—Howzat?
Eaddy, J. M.
Joe—Never comes nearer.

ALL NIGHT-LIGHTS

f

I

GIFTS

SAM GRR TRiBBLE GO
Heller, H.
Graham, L. H.
Callaham, J. F.
Turrentine, D. C.
It was regretted by the Cabinet
and the Y. M. C. A. Secretaries that
Shands, H. L. and Webb, T. W.
were unable to attend the retreat.
The Program of Meetings of The
Cabinet Retreat
(Sunday April 22 19 28.—Brevard,
11:30 A. M.
Report for Conference Committee
Suggesting possible committeafor next year.
Close.
Sunday April 22nd 1928—Black
[Mountain. 8:00 P. M.
Devotional—Eaddy, J. 'M.
Lead for service
Discussion of Y. M. C. A.
Discussion of Bible Study
Close ■
Monday April 23rd 1928—Black
Mountain— 9:30 A. M.
Devotional—Turrentine, D. C.
Friendship of Evening Watch
Discussion of Social Service
Discussion of New Students
Discussion of Boys Work
Discussion of Gospel Team
Discussion of Church Relation
Discussion of Publicity
Close
Monday April 23rd. Black Mountain—2:00 P. M.
Trip to 'Montreat
Tri'p to Ridgecrest
Trip to Blue Ridge
Hike to top of High Top
Devotional—Theo Vaughn
Closing of retreat

"Do you know anything about
Prof. Brown—Watt-hour you dosurveying?"
ing here?
"Naw, I
never
even looked
Ed
Mathis—Eating
currents.
through the transom."
Anode you'd find me.

SODA, CIGARS
and
CIGARETTES

CANDY
and
STATIONERY
AT

t

Joe

Sloan's

MEET YOUR FRIENDS HERE

A Store for Everybody
Phone 521—140 N. Main

Anderson, - -
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.AL® ELECTRIC

Refrigerator

THE TIGER'S LAIR
Cigars,

IT

Cigaretts

Candies,

Papers

and Magazines

FOWLER'S CIGAR STORE
ANDERSON, S. C.

Hunts 2 Years
for the Right
• Tobacco
Dallas, Texas
March 22,1927
Larus & Bro. Co.
Richmond, Va.
Gentlemen:
^
The worst thing in the world to try
to find is a good pipe tobacco that is
well within the reach of everybody,
and at the same time does not taste
like it had just come out of the cabbage |
patch.
9i
I have been smoking a pipe for two "
years and have just this month started
to smoke a real smoke, Edgeworth. If
at first you don't succeed, try, try
again. Believe me, I tried for two years,
but finally success is more than mine.
I have just been looking around,
and have found to my delight that I
can get Edgeworth practically anywhere. I even found it out at the lake
near Dallas where I go fishing. Oh boy,
what a combination—a perfect day, a
can of good tobacco, and your pipe.
I always thought these ad letters
were the bunk, but this time I know
somebody is wrong and that is me.
Here's to old Edgeworth,
Edmund Condon

Edgeworth

WHEN YOU BUY an electric refrigerator you are making an investment for home comfort and convenience. You want the best and therefore you should make a
comparison. Compare the General Electric with any other
make. Note its simplicity—no belts, no pipes, no drains,
no attachments. Unusually quiet. Never needs oiling and
uses very little current. Just plug into the nearest electirc
outlet and forget it.
Call at our store and let us explain these and its many
ther advantages, or mail coupon below for descriptive
ircular.
Easy terms if desired.

COOPER
FURNITURE COMPANY
SENECA, S. C.
Cooper Furniture Co., Seneca, S. C.
Gentlemen: Please mail me circular describing the
G.E. Refrigerator.
Name
Street and No.

City

Extra High Grade

Smoking Tobacco

What Shakespeare
says about Coca-Cola
Delicious and Refreshing

"The hand that hath
made you fair hath
made you good" —
Obviously, the Duke meant the
lady—not Coca-Cola. But why
bring that up? Translate it into
plain United States, and you get:

IT HAD TO BE GOOD
TO GET WHERE IT IS
MEASURE FOR
MEASURE
Act III, Scene 1

5 million a day
The Coca-Cola Company, Atlanta, Ga.
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CADETS RESEMBLE
BOARD OF VISITORS
WEST POINTERS
TO BE HERE SOON
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 1)
mand "Parade Rest" was then given and
the
band
sounded off,
marching up in front of the regiment and iback again in nlace.
Following this the Drum and Bugle
Corps played "Retreat". The corps,
was then called to attention, and
-the command "Present Arms" was
given.
The Band then played the
"Star Spangled Banner",
during
which the flag was lowered.
The
corps was again called to attention
and Cadet Dargian iput them thru
the manual of arms. The Adjutant
then received the report from each
(battalion and published his orders.
The Battalion Commanders were
given the
command
"Front and
Center March",
at
which
they
marched up to the Regimental staff
and back to their respective batta'"
ions.
The Cadet Colonel next ordered the corps to pass in review,
and the corps marched by in column of platoons.
The manual of arms executed before the parade, was carried out
with the snap and precision of veteran soldiers.
Not a slip could (be
seen from
the
reviewing stand,
each battalion executing the commands as one man. Gasps and exclamations of praise could be heard
from all sides among the spectators.
One spectator was heard to remark
that it was the 'best he had ever
seen, excluding West Point, and
that it was just as good as .he had
seen there.
When
the nlatoons
marched past the revieiwng stand
the lines were perfect, looking like
one man.
This is the first time the white
trousers have [been worn as a part
of the dress uniform, but it seems
certain now that they will (become
a regular addition to the uniform.
A lasting impression was made on
all the visitors present, the writer
being told, that
a
high school
quarterback
of
excellent
ability
had decided to attend Clemson next
year after seeing the parade.
This
parade will long ibe remembered,
and it was one of Which every cadet can ibe justly proud.
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lege Farm
4:30-4:45 P. !M.—Inspection of
Filter and Pumping Station
4:45:5:10 P. M.—Ride over Experiment Station and Poultry Plant
bv Veterinary 'Hospital
"■5:10-5:25 P. M.—Visit to Athletic Field
5:25-5:45 P. M— Visit to Y. M.
C. A. Building
5:45-6:20 P. M.—Visit to Textile
Department
6:20 P. M. —Cadet Retreat
6:30-8:00 P. M.—Illustrated lecture Explaining Financial and Accounting Systems—President's Office.
8:15 P. iM.—.Supper
Second Day—May 2, 19 28
7:30 A. M.-—Breakfast at Trustee House
8:15-8:30 A. M.—Visit to Commandant's Office
S:30-9:00 A. M.—Visit to Treasurer and Business Manager's Offices
9:00-10:15 A. M.—Inspection of
Library,
Agricultural
Building,
Dairy, etc.
■ 10:15-11:15 A. M.—Visit to Extension Director's Office
11:20-12:00 P.
|Mi.—Drill and
Review of Oadet Corps
12:10-12:45 P. M.—Chapel
12:45-1:10 P. M.—Inspection of
Barracks and Kitchen
1:10-1:45 P. M.—Dinner
with
Cadet Corps in Mess hall
1:45-2:00 P. M.—Rest at Trustee House
2:00-2:30 P. M.—Visit Calhoun
Mansion
2:30-2:45 P.
M.—Visit
Oadet
Hospital
3:00 P. M.—Inspection of Chemistry Department, Fertilizer Analysis Department.
All morning classes on May 2
will be forty-five minute periods, as
there will 'be a review of the Corns
bv the Board of Visitors, at 11:20
Wednesday morning, followed by
chapel at 12:10 P. M.
The dress
for this parade will 'be of the regulation uniform with leather belt.

NEW SHIPMENT MALORY HATS, FLORSHEIM
AND WALK-OVER SHOES.

FULL LIE OF WHITE DUCK PANTS
SHIRTS, UNDERWEAR, SOCKS, TIES AND LOTS
OF THINGS YOU WILL NEED
We make alterations on Cits Suits. Bring your
suits down. Don't take chances. Have your tailoring done by experienced tailors.
MY PRICES ARE LOWER

Y

"Judge" Keller

The Big Occasion of the Year is Here
AND
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H0KE SLOAN
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THE BOYS' FRIEND

Commencement Right Around the Corner
SEE

t
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Come down and save the difference
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And Select Your
WHITE DUCK PANTS, DANCE SASHES,
DANCING PUMPS, SILK SOCKS, WHITE
SHIRTS AND BLACK SILK TIES.
Nunn-Bush Slippers
New Suits
Straw Hats

TIGER

Day by Day at Clemson

IT -UNIFORMS- Yt
T

The book Cluib met with Mrs.
F. C. Andrews Wendesday afternoon at four o'clock.
At this
meeting the new books of the year
were distributed.
Mrs. Logan Marshall turned over the office of president to Mrs. J. D. 'H.arcomlbe, who
is to be preslident during the next
year.
A visitor to this meeting
who attracted much attention was
little Harriet Anderson, who is six
months old.
Mrs. Newman is improving in
health after a recent illness.
Miss anet Sikes is on the campus %.
on a visit to her parents.
Rev. Crouch was in Greenville
\
Tuesday, and in Spartannurg Thursday in the interest of the new Presbyterian Church building.
Mr. iShufelt Goodman and family
are visiting relatives on the campus.
Mr. Goodman is City Engineer of an Antonio, Texas.
Rev. Capers Satterlee preached in
Trinity Church in Columbia, Sunday 2 2 nd.
From there he weni
to Washington, D. C, "where he
will spend a week in special study. SSHEEliaHHIHSISHlM
Mrs. .T. E. Hunter entertained
bridge clubs Thursday evening, Fridny evening, and Saturday afternoon.
Elizabeth Bradley, Dorothy Fitzpatrick, and Jimmy Hunter went to
a narty at Autun Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Henery entertained
the Tuesday evening Bridge Club
the 17th.
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Presentation Sabres, Belts, Flags and All
Military Supplies
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William C. Rowland t
(INCORPORATED)

Uniformer of Clemson College Cadets
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NEMAR

THE AUSTRALIAN WONDER-WORKER
AND HIS TEMPLE OF MYSTERIES

II
II
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ANNUAL INSPECTION
(Continued from page 1)
hibition of their ability at commencement.
At 10:00 o'clock Saturday morning there was another inspection of
class room equiipment and Sophomore and Freshman classes in Military Science.
While no statements were made
by Colonel Merian and Major McCaughey as to their findings, this
being against the policy of the
War Department, it was apparent
that the officers 'were very favorably
impresspd witl) the efficient worl>
being done at Clemson along military lines.
They were also much
taken with the beauty of the campus and buildings. Altho there was
no official statement to the effect,
it is understood the inspecting officers liked a.nd ap proved of the
fact that Clemson has only one
military unit—the infantry.
Clemson's standing in the fourth
corps area will not be known until
some time in June, as it is necessary for the officers to make a
detailed reiport of their findings,
following 'which considerate time
will be required to figure the rating
of the various R. O. T. C. units in
the area.
We feel safe in saying
however, that Clemson will remain
one of the distinguished military
institutions in the United States
this year.
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THAT MYSTERIOUS CABINET
WATCH IT
Do the Spirits Return? Wait Until You Have
Seen NEWAR and Then Decide
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COLLEGE CHAFEL ■■ FRIDAY, APRIL 27
ADMISSION 25c. FOR EVERYBODY
Time 7:30 P. M.
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emember Mother
May 13th is MOTHER'S DAY.

Let us mail a beautiful

box of SPECIAL MOTHER'S DAY CANDY home for you.
We will have a variety pf packages from which you may
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SEE "DOC" NOW
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L C. Martin Drug Co., Inc.
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choose.

WHITMAN'S CANDIES

T

(FEESH SHIPMENT
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CLEMSON PENNANTS
SODVENIRS
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
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Come in and See the New Tiger Stationery
Absolutely the Latest and Snappiest of the Season
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TIGERS PRIME FOR GRIDIRON

SPORTS

Stqddard 2, 'Martin 3, Mahaffey 1.
Struck out, by Stoddiard 4, Martin
5, Mahaffey 3. Hits off Martin .4
in 8 innings; Mahafey 1 in 3 innings. Hit by pitcher. Magill, Williams (<by Stoddard).
Wild pitch
Martin. Umpire, Bull. Time of game
2:45.

S P
T. J. MITCHELL

The Clemson athletes are getting plenty of work this spring
under the "big four", Cody, Carson, Gee, and Harper. Biggs
field contniues to be the center of attraction at Clemson every
afternoon at about 3 :30 and continues until almost dark. The
coaches are trying to get in as much work as possible in the
few sunny days that we have had this spring. Josh Cody
is teaching his gridiron men something about blocking and
Mahaffey in Usual Good Form
passing; Coach "Smoky" Harper has thinned down his freshman ball crew considerably.
Mahaffey held the Citadel Bull-

CITADEL IS EASY
BACON JOR TIGERS

From the looks of the football men whom have turned
out this spring we ought to have a mighty good team this
coming fall. Coach Cody is having splendid attendance at
football practice, and seems more than pleased with the response that the men have given and the hard work that they
are putting in. The big man seems to be putting a lot of
stress on the passing end of the game, so we can prepare for
cricks in our necks from watching the old pigskin cleaving
the ether. Josh has always stressed the importance of spring
practice and this year he is building a team that will need
very little working over next fall.
In the swimming meet with Georgia last Saturday Clemson lost 14
to 47. Vincent and Ford of Clemson showed up well. The ice cold
water of the Georgia pool coupled
with the inexperience of the Clemson men put them at a great disadvantage.
The tank team meets
Georgia here Saturday in the Y.
M. C. A. pool and should make a
better showing than they did last
week, as they will only have their
inexperience to combat as the water
in the pool is heated. The members of the "duck squad" are: Vincent, Whilden,
Ford,
Robertson,
Smith, Crawford, and Fraiser. These
men are coached by Mr. P. B.
Holtzendorff, General Secretary of
the Y. M. C. A. here.
Clemson came in third in the
triangular track meet held at Raleigh last
Saturday.
The teams
participating in the meet were: N.
C. State, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, and Clemson. V. P. I. won
a sweeping victory, grabbing nine
of the twelve first places.
Ross
O'Dell, field man, was high scorar
of the meet with 13 points.
He
entered five events and placed in
three, taking first place in the pole
vault.
The Tigers took another state
game Saturday when they pounded
a 7-3 victory from Citadel.
Mahaffey, pitching for Clemson, allowed the Cadets only four hits while
the Tigers netted ten. Except for
a brief wild spell in the fourth inning Mahaffey had the Citadel batmen at bay.
There have (been many squawks
here and there as the Olympic campaign has gathered headway, but
most of them will be obscured from
now on by the main struggle of the
talent, especially for the ninety
places on the track and field team.
The most sensational development
of the Olympic program is the sudden rise of Joie Ray as a full fledged Marathon runner. Joie satisfies
everybody that he has the courage
as well as the ability to stay the
route under difficulties. More than
one student of Marathon form is
willing to wager that he will lead
the next time out, in the New
York to Long B;reak marathon, next
month whether Clarence Demar, the
Boston winner is entered or not.

TIGERS AND BIRDS
BATTLE TO TIE

half of the ninth frame. The score
stood. 3 to 1 when Stoddard drove
in B. Smith to Farr, both pinch
hitters, to tie the count.
Stoddard was getting into hot
water continually during the game,
but Ms timely hit in the ninth
more than offset any lack of judgment he displayed on the mound.
After the count was
knotted
Clemson threatened in the tenth to
take the contest when Pearman, hitting for Williams, singled.
Mahaffey was safe on Stoddard's slow
playing of his 'bunt, but when Hudgens and, Zeigler grounded out.
In Carolina's .half Lamar walked
and went to second on Wimberly's
sacrifice ibunt. Chandler fanned and
Smith grounded out.
In the eleventh the first two
Tigers fanned and Eskew popped'
up, McElrath hit what had all the
earmarks of a beautiful short single
to left but Eskew came in like a
house afire and caught the ball,
turning a somersault but coming
up clutching the pill. Farr popped
out and Clark fanned.
Umpire Bull called the game on
account
of darkness
when
the
eleventh ended.
Clemson made the first threat
to score when Moore and McCarley
singled in succession in the second
and Williams was hit by a pitched
ball. However, Martin smaked one
to Lamar and a toss to Windus
completed a double killing.
The Tigers scored in the fifth
when, with two gone, Zeigler singled. Magill sent him to third with a
one bagger to right and Dunlap
scored him with a single into the
same territory. Both men died on
base, however, when Eskew popped
to Clark.
Carolina knotted the
count in
their half of the same inning when
Salley singled, was
advanced to
third Iby Stoddard's hit thru short,
and scored on Cooper's single to
left. A fast dou'ble play, Magill to
Hudgens retired the side.
Clemson scored again in the sixth
on a walk followed toy singles from
the bats of McCarley and Williams.
In the eighth the Bengals pushed
acorss their last counter on a
single, an infield out, and another
hit by Hudgens. Carolina tied, the
score in the ninth, with two men on,
Stoddard doubled.
The Tiger batsmen showed wonderful ability to hit; Stick McCarley
getting four hits out of five tries,
Magill getting three out of four,
and Pearman "in one try.
CLEMSON

dogs to four hits in a game at
Charleston April 21.
The Tigers
easily defeated the Cadets by a
score of 7-3. The two Citadel hurlers were touched for ten hits, three
of which were triples.
The Tigers scored once in the
second and once in the third. Mahaffey developed wildness in the
fourth, and two bases on balls and
two hits netted Citadel three runs.
The Tigers rallyed in the fifth, however with two more to regain the
lead.
Two were added in the
seventh, and, one in the eighth to
complete a score of 7-3.
Mahaffey held the Bulldogs completely at bay, except for his brief
wild spell in the fourth.
As a
whole, the Tigers completely outclassed the Cadets, 'both in fielding
and batting.
Score toy innings:
Clemson
011 020 210—7
Citadel
000 300 000—3

SPORTS

SECEDERS BEAT TIGERS 4 TO 1 team mates.
Eskew made a grandstand catch
The Clemson Tigers were defeat- in left field when toe caught a hot
ed yesterday afternoon by Erskine low one down the third base line
Seceders 4 to 1. The Tigers played in the first inning on the run and
erratic baseball throughout, having turned a somersault without drop3 errors charged against them. How- ping it.
McCarley did the same
ever, these errors did not lose the thing at a later point in the game.
game for them, for the Seceders Dunlap accounted for
2 of the
earned their victory on clean hits Tigers 4 hits.
and brainy playing.
Score by innings:
Cashion pitched a brand of ball Clemson
000 010 000—1 4 3
that puzzled the battery as did Erskine
010 012 00*—4 4 0
Pearman, tout the Erskine pitcher
D. Pearman and F. Pearman;
had the unanimous support of his Cashion and McKee.

1

^

TRE TOASTEE SANDWICH SHOP
A Place to Eat That's Different
North Main Street

WELCOME TO CLEMSON BOYS
Anderson, South* Carolina

lafcrawroprcraixiBiigisre^^

AB R H PO A E

Hudgens, ss
6
0 1
1
2
0
Zeigler, 2b
6 1
1
2 1
1
Game Called on Account of Magill, lb
4
0
3 11
2
1
Dunlap, c
5
0 1
8 1
0
Darkness After Two
Eskew, If
6 0
1
2 0
0
Extra Innings
MicCarley, 31b
5
1
4 4 0
1
Williams, rf
3
0 1
2 0 0
Carolina and Clemson fought 11 Pearman, rf
1
0 1
1 0
0
innings to a 3 to 3 tie Wednesday Martin, p
4
0 1
1 1
0
afternoon in spite of the fact that Mahaffey, p
1
0 .0
0
2
0
Mutt Gee's Tigers got 15 hits off
Stoddard while the Gamecocks of
Totals
45 3 15 33 10 3
Lavals were only able to connect
Score by innings:
for 5 safeties off Martin and Ma- Clemson
000 011 010 00—3
haffey.
Carolina
000 010 002 00—3
Stoddard was the only Bird to
Two-<base hits, McCarley, Stoddard
get more than one safety, the Caro- Stolen base, Lamar. Sacrifices, Dunlina pitcher sending the game into lap, Wimtoerly. Double plays, Laextra innings when he sent a sharp mar and Windus; Magill and Huddouble into left to score two men gens.
Left on bases, Carolina 8,
after two were out In Carolina's Clemson 14.
Bases on balls off

The Final Experiment in "Smokology"
TAKE

a test tube, beaker, bunsen-burner and waste-basket . . . throw

the first three into the last . . . light a Camel . . . pull in a cloud of
fragrant joy—and note that cool content! Here and now, we'll bet
a two-tailed jabberwocky you can't match that for real smoking
pleasure! And your quest for the best cigarette is ended.
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